Department of Mechanical Engineering of Global Institutes, Amritsar organized a Guest Lecture on “Role of Psychrometry in Air Conditioning” October, 2015. Head of Department Prof. DS Bhambra welcomed Dr. Jagdev Singh Associate Professor, Beant College of Engineering and Technology, Gurdaspur.

Dr. Jagdev Singh has done his Bachelor and Master Degree in Mechanical Engineering from Punjab University Chandigarh and PhD from Punjab Technical University Jalandhar. He has guided a large number of PhD and M.Tech Scholars. He has published more than eighty research papers in various journals of repute at National and International level. Dr. Singh gave detailed Information on psychrometry in air conditioning for designing of air conditioner and focused on the important properties of moist air, comfort chart, psychrometric chart, refrigeration tables, various p-h charts of refrigerant and advanced technologies in refrigeration and air conditioning.